
Year 9 Computing – (Progress Pathways) 

 

Progress
ion 

Pathway  

Content and Concepts (depth of understanding and 
application) 

Skills Mastery 

Computer Systems, etc. Programming  

7 – 9 
 
 
 
 

Can give a comprehensive explanation 

of; - 

 

 The need for security in computer 

systems and how this affects them 

(need for strong passwords, logging 

out before leaving, etc.) 

 dangers of online activity, 

inappropriate content, precautions to 

avoid these, and a range of strategies 

to use if they encounter them 

 elements of a computer system 

(input, output, processing)  

 nature of the internet/www, functions 

of browser & search engine 

 features of a URL 

 file-types for bitmap graphics 

 how the number of bits per pixel 

affects the number of colours 

available for graphics 

 Can list a range of non-graphics file 

types and what they’re used for. 

Can comprehensively with fluid 

use of technical terminology 

explain; - 

 need for logically correct 

programs 

 Problems the speed of 

computer’s execution can 

cause, and how to solve it 

 the three main logical 

structures in programming 

(sequence, selection, and 

iteration) 

Can define and apply 

‘algorithm’, ‘decomposition’, 

and ‘abstraction’ to 

programming.  Can give and 

use a comprehensive and 

extensive set of criteria for 

selecting appropriate 

algorithms. 

Can explain and apply 

independently a wide range of 

sort algorithms (e.g. bubble, 

cocktail, etc.). 

Adheres to standard practices regarding safety 

and organisational procedures i.e. directory 

structures. 

Creates detailed and logical flowcharts, to 

develop at least two different working programs 

i.e. Scratch, Python or JavaScript/HTML (including 

repeats, iterations, if/else and selections); with full 

and comprehensive regard to programming 

techniques with thorough testing. 

Automatically uses advanced features in a range 

of graphical software. Can plan, design, create 

and implement high-quality, professional 

standard digital products to match fully the 

audience and purpose. 

Can independently design and create a web-site 

(e.g. two or more linked pages) with a logical 

root folder structure, which works correctly and 

has a consistent and professional style, and uses 

a range of interactivity elements using HTML. 

Can confidently explore and learn new software 

quickly using common features and keyboard 

shortcuts. 

6 – 8 
 
 
 
 

Can give a clear  and detailed 

explanation of; - 

 

 The need for security in computer 

systems and how this affects them 

(need for strong passwords, logging 

out before leaving, etc.) 

 dangers of online activity, 

inappropriate content, precautions to 

avoid these, and a range of strategies 

to use if they encounter them 

 elements of a computer system 

(input, output, processing)  

 nature of the internet/www, functions 

of browser & search engine 

 features of a URL 

 file-types for bitmap graphics 

 how the number of bits per pixel 

affects the number of colours 

available for graphics 

 Can list a range of non-graphics file 

types and what they’re used for. 

Can clearly and fully explain; - 

 need for logically correct 

programs 

 Problems the speed of 

computer’s execution can 

cause, and how to solve it 

 the three main logical 

structures in programming 

(sequence, selection, and 

iteration) 

Can define ‘algorithm’, 

‘decomposition’, and 

‘abstraction’, and apply their 

relevance to programming.  

Can give and use a sensible set 

of criteria for selecting 

algorithms for a given problem. 

Can explain a wide range of 

sort algorithms (e.g. bubble, 

cocktail, etc.). 

Works securely, independently and responsibly 

(saves work, remembers to log out, etc.); and 

organises their stored work in a logical directory. 

Creates detailed and logical flowcharts, to 

develop working Scratch programs (including 

repeats, iterations and selections); with full and 

comprehensive regard to programming 

techniques with thorough testing. 

Automatically uses advanced features in a range 

of graphical software. Can make high-quality, 

professional standard digital products to match 

fully the audience and purpose. 

Can independently design and create a web-site 

(e.g. two or more linked pages) which works 

correctly and has a consistent style, and element 

of interactivity using HTML. 

Can confidently explore new software using 

common features and keyboard shortcuts. 

5 – 7 
 
 
 
 

Can give a clear explanation of; - 

 

 The need for security in computer 

systems and how this affects them 

(need for strong passwords, logging 

out before leaving, etc.) 

 dangers of online activity, 

inappropriate content, precautions to 

avoid these, and strategies to use if 

they encounter them 

 elements of a computer system 

(input, output, processing)  

 nature of the internet/www, functions 

of browser & search engine 

 features of a URL 

 file-types for bitmap graphics 

 how the number of bits per pixel 

affects the number of colours 

available for graphics 

 Can list a number of non-graphics file 

types and what they’re used for. 

Can clearly explain; - 

 need for logically correct 

programs 

 Problems the speed of 

computer’s execution can 

cause, and what to do about 

it 

 the three main logical 

structures in programming 

(sequence, selection, and 

iteration) 

Can define ‘algorithm’, 

‘decomposition’, and 

‘abstraction’, and their 

relevance to programming.  

Can give and use a sensible set 

of criteria for selecting 

algorithms for a given problem. 

Can explain a range of sort 

algorithms (e.g. bubble, 

cocktail, etc.). 

Works securely and responsibly (saves work, 

remembers to log out, etc.), and organises their 

stored work (sensible folder structure, file names, 

etc.) 

Creates detailed and logical flowcharts, and 

from them develops working Scratch programs 

(including repeats and selections); with full 

regard to programming techniques (correct 

flowcharting conventions, commenting 

programs, thorough testing, etc.) 

Is skilful and uses advanced features in finding, 

creating, and editing text/ graphics. Can make 

high-quality digital products which are clearly 

suited to their audience and purpose. 

Can independently design and create a simple 

web-site (e.g. two linked pages) which works 

correctly and has a consistent style, using HTML. 

Can explore new software using common 

features and keyboard shortcuts. 



Year 9 Computing – (Progress Pathways) 

 

Progress
ion 

Pathway  

Content and Concepts (depth of understanding and 
application) 

Skills Mastery 

4 – 6 
 
 
 
 

Can with minimal support give a clear 

explanation of; - 

 the need for security in computer 

systems and how this affects them 

 dangers of online activity, 

inappropriate content, precautions to 

avoid these, and strategies to use if 

they encounter them 

 elements of a computer system 

 nature of the internet/www, functions 

of browser & search engine 

 features of a URL 

 file-types for bitmap graphics 

Understands that some sites give better 

information than others. 

Can with a little prompting list a number 

of non-graphics file types and what 

they’re used for. Knows that bitmap 

images are made up of pixels which are 

stored as bits, and is aware that the 

number of colours available depends 

on the number of bits per pixel. 

Clear understanding of the 

need for programs, and that 

they must be logically correct.  

Can give an example of how 

the quickness of the 

computer’s execution can 

cause a problem. 

Can with little prompting list 

and explain three main logical 

structures in programming. 

Can define “algorithm” and 

explain decomposition and 

abstraction; some 

understanding of their 

relevance to programming.  

With support, can choose 

between algorithms for a given 

problem. 

Can explain one sort algorithm, 

and with support explain 

another. 

Works securely and responsibly, and with minimal 

support organises their stored work. 

Creates and tests detailed and logical 

flowcharts, and from them accurately creates, 

tests, and gets working Scratch programs 

(including repeats and selections), with good 

regard to proper programming practice 

Is skilful in; - 

 finding, creating, and editing text and 

graphics and using them to make digital 

products (including, with prompting, the use of 

advanced features) with good regard to 

audience, purpose, and quality 

 organising data in tables and charts 

Can with help design and independently create 

a simple web-site which works more or less 

correctly, with a fairly consistent style, using HTML. 

Can, with minimal support explore new software 

using common features and keyboard shortcuts. 

3 – 5 
 
 
 
 

Reasonably clear understanding of; - 

 the need for security in computer 

systems and how this affects them  

 dangers of online activity, 

inappropriate content, precautions to 

avoid these, and strategies to use if 

they encounter them 

 nature of the internet/www, functions 

of browser & search engine 

 file-types for bitmap graphics 

Knows that some sites give better 

information than others.  Can say what 

a URL is.  Can list; - 

 elements of a computer system and 

define them 

 Most common features of 

applications (e.g. Save Open, etc.) 

 most common keyboard shortcuts, 

and use them across applications 

Understands that data can be stored in 

different types of files.  Knows that 

bitmap images are made up of pixels, 

and that pixels are stored as bits. 

Clear understanding of the 

need for programs, and that 

computer's obey programs 

quickly and consistently. 

Can with little prompting 

explain sequence, selection, 

and iteration. 

Can define “algorithm” and 

“abstraction”, and explain 

decomposition: knows that 

programs and flowcharts are 

algorithms.  Given criteria, can 

choose between two or more 

algorithms for a given problem.  

Can explain one sort algorithm. 

Works securely and responsibly, and with support 

organises their stored work. 

Creates and tests fairly detailed and logical 

flowcharts, and from them creates, tests, and 

gets working Scratch programs (including repeats 

and selections), with some regard to proper 

programming practice 

Is fairly skilful; - 

 in finding, creating, and editing text and 

graphics and using them to make digital 

products, with some regard to audience, 

purpose, and quality 

 organising data in tables and charts 

Can create a simple web-site which works more 

or less correctly, using HTML. 

 

2 – 4 
 
 
 
 

Some understanding of; - 

 the need for security in computer 

systems 

 how to choose a strong password 

 dangers of online activity, precautions 

to avoid them, and strategies to use if 

they encounter problems 

 elements of a computer system 

 nature of the internet/www, functions 

of browser & search engine 

 file-types for bitmap graphics 

Can list a number of common features 

of applications and knows a range of 

keyboard shortcuts, and that they apply 

across a range of applications. 

Understands that data can be stored in 

different types of files.  Knows that 

bitmap images are made up of pixels. 

Some understanding of the 

need for programs; and 

computers obey programs 

quickly and consistently. 

Some understanding of 

sequence, selection, and 

iteration. 

Can explain decomposition: 

confident with the term 

“algorithm”, some familiarity 

with “abstraction”.  Some 

understanding of comparing 

algorithms for a problem. 

With minimal support, can 

explain one sort algorithm. 

Generally works securely and responsibly. 

Can; - 

 create and test simple flowcharts and Scratch 

programs (including repeats and selections), 

with support including some regard to proper 

programming practice 

 create, find, and make simple edits to text 

and graphics, and use them to make digital 

products, with some regard to audience, 

purpose, and quality  

 create and link simple web-pages using HTML 

Starting to organise data with tables and charts. 



Year 9 Computing – (Progress Pathways) 

 

Progress
ion 

Pathway  

Content and Concepts (depth of understanding and 
application) 

Skills Mastery 

1 – 3 
 

 

Can with support; - 

 explain some aspects of security in 

computer systems (e.g. why a 

password is needed) 

 explain some dangers of online 

activity and a strategy to use if they 

encounter problems 

 define input, output, processing, 

browser, search engine 

Is aware that similar functionality exists in 

different applications.  Knows at least 

one common keyboard shortcut. 

Knows that data can be stored in 

different types of file.  With prompting, 

can list at least two graphics file types, 

and explain at least one of their 

properties (e.g. gifs can have 

transparency) 

Can define ‘program’; is aware 

that computers obey programs 

consistently. 

Can give a reason for using a 

repeat/loop, and an ‘if’. 

Can explain decomposition, 

and with support define 

“algorithm”.  Is aware that 

there can be more than one 

algorithm for a given problem. 

With support, can explain one 

sort algorithm. 
 

Sometimes needs support to work securely and 

responsibly 

Can with support create and test simple 

flowcharts and Scratch programs, including 

repeats, with some regard to proper 

programming practice  

Can with support create, find, and make simple 

edits to text/graphics, to make digital products, 

with some regard to audience, purpose, and 

quality. 

Can create simple web-pages, and with support 

link them, using HTML. 

 


